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Aleksandr Lungin’s explosive exploration of marginalisation and 
the search for poetry and articulation is centred around two 
veterans, Viktor and Lyokha. However, in their civilian half life they 
are more commonly referred to by their new undesirable vocations 
as cash collectors. The term half life is used here as Lungin makes 
evident that the events of conflict have come to define them, 
their return from Luhansk, Ukraine still carries with it the rage, 
desperation, violence and trauma of war.

Beyond the film’s deft and nuanced exploration of post traumatic 
stress disorder and society’s propensity to throw soldiers aside, 
Great Poetry (2019) is one of the best depictions of modern 
Russia’s social complexities. Whilst Andrei Zvyagintsev and 
Alexei Balabanov have approached the controversial subject of 
contemporary social issues with incisive, provocative depictions 
and rightfully gained global following; their films are typically 
centred around class divides and the struggles of white Russians. 
This not a criticism of their works but a recognition of the space 
in contemporary Russian cinema that has been waiting for cast 
diversity, and a nod to Lungin for artfully and casually occupying 
this gap. The diverse cast  in Great Poetry (2019) successfully 
shows the collusion of cultures in economically deprived suburbs, 
this not only promotes authenticity and representation but begins 
a subtle dialogue about the heritage of the post-Soviet world and 
its structural issues. 

The place in question, Zheleznodorozhny, (Iron road), in the 
Moscow Oblast that is part rubble, part motorway and part 
bleak high rises. There is an interesting point made here: the 
problems in Russian housing are longstanding, hailing back to 
the Soviet era, city planning remains quite literally the basis for 
structural and foundational inequality in the former communist 
state. Today, towns are built in the sprawling Moscow region 
at breakneck speed, and often become the homes of people 
who have found jobs in Moscow but cannot find affordable 
housing within the MKAD or garden ring highway. Much like the 
protagonists Viktor and Lyokha, two veterans tossed to one side, 
towns like Zheleznodorozhny provide the capital’s labour and 
keep poverty out of the sight and minds of the urban elite. In their 
liminal residential space, Viktor and Lyokha have a wide variety 
of friends from different cultures: Dagestani, Uzbek, Tajik and 

Kazakh are all heard in this town, a wonderful emblem of modern 
Russia’s multiculturalism which speaks to the continued economic 
migration to Russia from post-Soviet states.

But, as is reflected in the title, the film’s main preoccupation is 
with poetry, which takes many nuanced forms throughout. Great 
Poetry (2009) begins with the two friends arguing about poetry. 
Lyokha tells Viktor to screw his poetry, tells him he needs a beat 
and launches into a short freestyle rap filled with violent imagery 
and an intense spirit of abnegation. Viktor is more drawn to 
classical art forms than Lyokha, his poems whilst contemporary 
rely on typical rhyming structures. Conversely Lyokha has found 
poetry and self expression in rap. This is a fascinating contrast, 
Lyokha accompanies Viktor to a poetry group he is interested in, 
but Lyokha is actively bored during the amateur readings. ‘There’s 
more poetry in this music than that class,’ he says to Viktor. 
Russian heritage is globally noted for its rich poetic culture and 
haunting contributions to the art form: Aleksandr Pushkin, Sergei 
Yesenin and Anna Akhmatova are just a few of many Russian 
language greats that remain timeless. Viktor is a proponent of this 
wonderful heritage, but Lyokha draws from a different cannon. 

Hip hop is inarguably one of the most important artistic 
movements of the 20th century. A music form pioneered by the 
black community, its journey to the global stage and subsequent 
cultural transference is complex given the juncture between black 
liberation and celebration of black culture. In the last 20 years, 
countries which previously had little hip hop culture and tenuous 
relationships with its origins now have charts full of rap music. 
Timati, a Russian rap sensation hailing from a wealthy Muscovite 
family, even owns a chain of highly popular burger restaurants. 
This is one understandably troubling side of the equation, however 
one of the reasons hip hop has compelled the world is its ability 
to give voice and poetry to the oppressed. The blistering honesty, 
anger and power is undeniably what attracts Lyokha, and millions 
of Russians like him. Journalist Anastasia Fedorova noted, ‘Some 
even call Russian rap the last outpost for free speech in the 
country.’  When Viktor plagiarises Lyokha’s verses as his own 
poem, he is met with the applause of a privileged audience when 
he steals a line from his friend, ‘Am I Lykoha or am I not Lyokha. 
God never gave me an answer. He doesn’t give a…’
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